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An All Too FAMIlIAr STorY
An email signature tells a familiar story:

Barbara Haynes, Librarian 
Lincoln/Century/John Marshall/Golden Hill 

The signature represents media specialists serving 
multiple buildings or working at new grade levels as 
media positions are reduced. Cuts abound despite an 
infusion of technology, restructured media programs, 
and research connecting media specialists to improved 
student achievement. Verbal and written support 
about the value of a library or media specialist has not 
translated into monetary support at a time of universal 
funding problems. 

All grade levels and district sizes are affected; cuts 
are widespread, no longer most likely to occur in 
elementary schools and rural, small, or poor districts. 
Where positions are eliminated, media centers are 
staffed by unlicensed support staff, technical support, 
or volunteers. Reading and technology specialists step 
in to fill the gap. A busy administrator with no school 
library media background provides supervision, if 
there is any. 

Support staff positions are also affected. Carol Hager 
previously worked with two clerical assistants. She 
now works alone in a middle school with 1,700 
students. Another media specialist said an elementary 
assistant with no secondary or library experience was 

“assigned arbitrarily, against her will, to the high school. 
After two weeks of refusing to do anything, she 
stopped coming and was reassigned to make copies.” 

Media specialists, including those in districtwide 
leadership positions, were seldom involved in 
decisions about cuts. One district coordinator 
believes “administration looked at areas that could 
be cut without pushback from employee contracts. 
Principals alone made the decision to reduce 
professionals in one city’s high schools. It’s our 
secondary staff that has been destroyed, by the high 
school principals. They insist that media staffing is 
theirs to control; two high school principals have 
chosen to have only a .2 media specialist.” 

WHAT IS THe IMPACT on ACCeSS, 
InSTruCTIon, AnD leArnInG? 
What happens to collection development, advocacy, 
and staff development? Who makes decisions? Stories 
shared here are personal, anecdotal, and often painful. 
They represent the perspectives of media specialists 
from several states who generously shared their stories. 
Most asked to remain anonymous.

Access and service, the foundations of all program 
missions, are an immediate casualty. Additional duties 
take toll as well, such as proctoring standardized 
tests, classroom teaching, study hall/bus/lunchroom 
supervision, or even supervising students who aren’t 
allowed to participate in school activities. 

Donna Van Cleve said, “Two middle school librarians 
were each given an Advisory class that we have to 
monitor as well as keep the library open. I was told 
if it got too crowded from other students coming in 
to use the library, I would have to close the library 
during that time. This concerns me since Advisory is 
one of the few times some students have the freedom 
to come to the library to do homework, research, or 
check out books.” 

Professionals who had the passion or energy to 
maintain extended hours no longer have either. Many 
have been replaced by unsalaried personnel that work 
an hourly rate and leave with the clock. Unlicensed 
staff are assigned to other jobs within the building, 
leaving a media specialist alone and unable to 
accommodate multiple classes.

DIreCT InSTruCTIon AnD TeACHer/
MeDIA SPeCIAlIST CollAborATIon 
Are reDuCeD
Barb Haynes said, “There is much less research. 
Teachers using the library for class has dropped 
dramatically. I no longer teach skills in classrooms. 
[There is] no freshman orientation or information 
literacy instruction. Self-motivated students basically 
use the library. There is less use of the district-
provided databases. There is virtually no contact 
between librarian and students.” When Haynes 
served two schools, she was able to juggle schedules 
to at least maintain freshman orientation, although 

“some students had to wait until the end of October. 
Now, with four buildings and elementary prep time, 
collaboration is by e-mail only.” 

A secondary media specialist was hired to increase 
usage. Wireless laptops were added, “enabling classes 
to do print and digital research simultaneously. The 
lab was full every period; tutoring services and 
staff development sessions were offered. I provided 
technology training, created a more welcoming 
atmosphere and improved the collection. There 
are now bunches of kids in here looking for books.” 
Following a change of administration, the para 
position was eliminated. “I am just hanging on by my 
fingernails and trying not to cut back on any services. 
Formerly, when classes did research, the teacher, my 

assistant, and I divided into ‘zones’ and gave an 
appropriate amount of assistance. Now teachers have 
said students failed to turn in their assignments; their 
excuse was, ‘the librarian was too busy to help me, 
so I couldn’t do it.’ Sometimes teachers just sigh in 
defeat. Some have become angry when they had an 
emergency need I couldn’t meet. Others decided not 
to bother doing research projects since I couldn’t help 
them.” With less time for research there is less need 
for media specialists. 

Elementary teachers in one district saw no value in 
keeping a media specialist who was in the building 
one day a week. They quickly identified the media 
position as an easy target in a budget reduction survey. 
After a decade of substantial investments in facilities, 
technology, and resources, elementary positions in my 
former district were reduced to zero. Secondary media 
specialists supervise unlicensed elementary staff. 

A Missouri media specialist who serves six buildings 
said, “I do very little with students. I hate it. It’s just 
circulation, no instruction.” An Ohio media specialist 
said scheduling limitations mean she is only able to 
work with 1/5 of the students in each school she 
serves. Another said that early in the new school year 
she noticed teachers were taking it upon themselves 
to do research projects: “I am there to get them the 
materials. This kills me, because I truly love being a 
part of these projects.” 

A Minnesota district coordinator added, “We have 
left behind some traditional library-skills instruction 
book talks and other fun activities. We had a vital 
library media program at each of the elementary 
schools with a great deal of partnering with classroom 
teachers. In the two years since the cuts, it has been 
impossible to find the time to meet and plan with 
teachers. The media specialist may provide instruction 
on the first day of a research activity, but is likely in 
another school the next days; we have lost students 
and teachers seeing us as partners.” The downward 
spiral continues. 

IT’S noT MY Job! IT’S noT on THe TeST! 
Elementary teachers may be expected to teach 
students basic media center use and technology 
skills. Instruction is inconsistent because the teachers 
themselves are unskilled—“it’s not on the test” and 

“it’s not my job.” One elementary teacher’s perspective 
is simple: “Their computer skills suck.” Computer 
time is shifted to working on math and reading skills 
and away from creativity and productivity, important 
21st century skills. A teacher said her colleague is 
no longer having her students do word processing 
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because she is uncomfortable managing this alone. 
“Besides, they need to work on handwriting.” 

A middle school dropped information literacy skills 
from the middle level language arts curriculum 
because the skills are not included in the list of skills 
all students must achieve. Kathy Cole worries that 

“students and staff will not learn, or even know to ask, 
about the rich resources of the media centers without 
someone to promote them.” 

High school teachers who are excited about using 
technology and are highly skilled are sometimes less 
likely to offer technology-based student learning 
activities without someone to co-teach, provide tech 
assistance, or lead the way. The gap between using 
technology for classroom management rather than 
instruction and student learning widens. 

THe HIGH vAlue oF ProvIDInG 
reSourCeS AnD STAFF DeveloPMenT
Without a media specialist to direct the task, it may 
be up to an individual lacking the general content 
knowledge to meet the need. For example, an eager 
paraprofessional was unable to locate the needed 
resources for a language arts project because she did not 
comprehend the topic’s scope. She was also unable to 
prepare a requested history research list from the OPAC 
because she did not know what search terms to use. 

It is often the media specialist who champions 
connections between the technology and the 
curriculum. Staff development makes it possible to 
reach all of the teachers even when it’s impossible to 
teach all of the students. With fewer media specialists 
there is often no one to plan and implement formal 
or staff development. When media specialists don’t 
take on this role, it simply doesn’t happen. Who will 
provide opportunities for teachers to learn how to use 
wonderful and free Web 2.0 tools that can contribute 
so much to student engagement and excitement?

QuAlITY ColleCTIon DeveloPMenT 
AnD MAnAGeMenT SuFFer
There is less time to read reviews and journals, seek 
input from students and staff, and focus. Selection is 
a struggle for those who work in multiple buildings; 
it’s more difficult if they are new to the grade level. 
Haynes, who has a secondary background and 
is now working in elementary schools, described 
selection as “touch and go, feeling my way along. 
There is not enough time to browse, weed, and do 

collection analysis.” In some districts support staff 
handle everything. Students wait longer for new 
materials; offices remain full of uncataloged materials 
often donated by well-meaning donors who know 
the schools are short on money. There’s no time to 
communicate to the donors what is really needed. 
Even educators who go out on their own to acquire 
materials for the media center may cause unnecessary 
duplication of resources or make more work for staff. 

Collection development outsourcing was passionately 
discussed on LM_NET. Some said they are 
depending more on the convenience of vendor 
prepared lists and subscription services. Others 
were appalled. Concerns included collection 
standardization, not meeting unique building needs, 
and believing vendors were making it even easier 
for schools to cut licensed positions. Nancy Boone 
reflected, “It still takes a librarian to know the students 
the library serves—their interests, their reading 
abilities, all of that. And I think the librarian is key in 

‘selling’ the books to students—getting books off the 
shelves and into kids’ hands.” There is a disconnect 
between districts funding collection development 
without professionals making the selections. 

reSourCeS beCoMe “MISMAnAGeD, 
unDeruTIlIzeD, AnD loST”
One media specialist said that without an assistant 
she is often too busy to help. “More materials just 
disappear as teachers help themselves to whatever they 
need.” Others explained that their district invested 
thousands of dollars in classroom collections that are 
inventoried and circulated through media centers. 
These collections also disappear and tend to become 
the “property” of an individual teacher or department.

onlIne ColleCTIon ACCeSS CHAnGeS
Media specialists who created websites with links 
to curriculum appropriate websites and electronic 
databases are unable to maintain the sites. IT or 
non-licensed staff may not recognize the need. Many 
students in a licensure course I taught were support 
staff managing K-12 media centers. Most were 
unaware of state-provided databases or didn’t have 
access to update the website. Webmasters and IT staff 
may not see the value in these resources. With fewer 
media specialists to select websites and databases that 
meet curricular needs, students may be limited to 
databases provided by the state and software selected 
at the district level. The infusion of formats such as 

e-books may be limited and fragmented when media 
specialists are not there to lead the way. Who will 
introduce students to new and relevant learning tools 
they will remember years from now?

DeCISIon-MAKInG DYnAMICS CHAnGe 
Teachers, students, principals, parents, volunteers, 
and vendors understandably turn to the individual 
in the media center when they need information, 
assistance, and input. Decisions are not always bad 
or wrong but often made by people seeing the media 
center and its needs through a narrower lens or 
without full knowledge. People who see technology 
differently than media specialists make decisions 
about technology access and use. Non-licensed 
staff take the reins of media center décor, physical 
arrangement, facilities design, and even automation 
system setup. In one school a parent group that had 
paid for an automation system wanted it “set up 
now” and took charge. Working independently, they 
misclassified part of a collection. The lone support 
staff cleaned up the mess. 

Decisions about daily management and policies 
may occur without significant, if any, input from 
media specialists. Decisions limiting circulation and 
access to print and electronic materials may be made 
based on personal feelings. Media specialists serving 
multiple buildings have also said they will need to 
limit checkouts because they cannot manage it all 
themselves. Conflicts abound when authority is in the 
wrong place. 

ADvoCACY AnD CoMMunITY 
PArTnerSHIPS WeAKen
Overworked media specialists can’t keep up. 
Unlicensed staff may lack the passion or mindset. 
Tori Jensen said, “I was interviewed by a newspaper 
reporter writing a story about the loss of school 
librarians. He wanted to know how many schools had 
full-time librarians. Here we go again! I can’t give him 
a figure. We do not have enough information in order 
for me to get the word out about how many librarians 
we are losing each year. Give us the power of statistics. 
People outside of schools are always shocked when 
I tell them what is happening to us.” In addition, 
people outside of the schools do not always know 
what we media specialists really do or what really 
impacts students. 

A senior high media specialist said she has much 
less time for forming community partnerships, 
producing television broadcasts for the local 
government channel, and writing articles for news 
publications. Who will tell taxpayers and school 
boards how media specialists contribute to staff 
development, technology, and student achievement 
in reading? Who will spread the word in the greater 
learning community? Who will partner with higher 
education institutions to teach future teachers 

“ Who will introduce students to new and 
relevant learning tools they will remember years 
from now?”
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about the role of media specialists? Who will 
represent media programs through partnerships with 
community and cultural organizations? 

MAKInG leMonADe FroM leMonS
A senior high media specialist said, “Instructional 
services are my priority. I’m trying to ensure that 
teaching and learning will still go on, no matter what.” 
Others are involved more with the reading programs, 
and differentiated and big research projects. 

Haynes said she “worked with an IT para to redesign 
a computer usage/website evaluation quiz that kids 
could complete on their own online. A few teachers 
are giving abbreviated class instruction on databases.” 

A Tennessee media specialist relies more on student 
helpers. “It’s probably technically illegal, but gives 
them more real-life experience at something like 
on-the-job training.” 

Remaining media specialists in a district that lost half 
of its professional staff get together once a month 
to share ideas and support each other; it’s a survival 
skill. They tried to juggle schedules to accommodate 
as many classes as they could, but are now following 
a more regular schedule so staff know when they will 
be in the building. Haynes posts the days she will be 
at each school on the websites she maintains. Others 
are expanding their technology integration role to 
increase visibility and become more indispensable. 

When I was in a district position, I targeted e-mail 
messages and one-page newsletters to specific grade 
levels and specialists such as counselors. Our district 
curriculum director and I planned back-to-school 
staff development sessions for teachers to familiarize 
them with the district’s information and technology 
literacy curriculum that they would be expected to 
teach. I ramped up my collaboration with the district 
reading and math specialists, who shared many of my 
goals. We worked together to offer staff development 
activities, updated the district websites with resources 
and activities for teachers and students, and provided 
informational sessions for parents. 

Others are changing their priorities: “We are paying 
less attention to the catalog and accurate MARC 
records and more attention to instruction. We 
have subscribed to LibGuides to make some of the 
instructional activities easier to manage.”

DoeS AnYone noTICe? DoeS  
AnYone CAre? 
As teachers retire or move to other buildings, new 
teachers don’t know what’s missing. Principals 
and supervisors assume everything is okay if no 
one complains. The media specialists who remain 
become increasingly frazzled. “So far the biggest 
impact is just on me. I am doing the work of three 
people. I try my darnedest to make sure I get the 
phone answered, the individual students helped, 

the teachers and their tech needs met, the research 
classes taught, the credit recovery accomplished, the 
books ordered, processed, shelved, and weeded, and 
the online learning facilitated.”

Hager shared, “I’m not sure that the teachers or 
students have noticed a decline since I continue to 
provide the same level of service. The person who is 
noticing the decline is me; physically and mentally I 
am overwhelmed. I’ve always loved being a librarian, 
but the last year and a half has really had a negative 
impact on that love.” Haynes participated in a book 
club with English teachers but had to give it up 
because she is too tired.

But, people do notice and care. One district cut 
elementary media positions. When decision makers 
realized the mistake, they reinstated one position 
to provide weekly instruction to older students. An 
elementary teacher described the logistical and 
philosophical difficulties of beginning a previously 
well-received audiobook project without a media 
specialist who understood and supported the project. 

An elementary media specialist working in four 
schools initiated and coordinated an author visit to 
all district elementary schools. Teachers and students 
alike enthusiastically appreciated the visits she planned. 
Students who were interviewed for an article in the 
Minneapolis Star Tribune recognized what media 
specialists do: “I think we need help in exploring all 
that’s out there in the world,” said . . . a 15-year-old 
sophomore at a school which does have a librarian. 

“Most of my friends think they know everything 
because they have the computer to use, but I think 
we need librarians to give us a helping hand.” Another 
student agrees: “Although the Internet has a lot of 
information, I wouldn’t know where to start,” she said. 
A teacher responding to the article wrote, “Classroom 
teachers very often have to turn to the school’s 
librarian because we do not know all the ways to 
navigate the maze of information available to us, nor 
do we have the time to learn them (thanks to staffing 
cutbacks and larger classrooms). How can we possibly 
expect these same teachers, let alone volunteer parents, 
to teach the skills that we do not ourselves possess?” 

reAlITY CHeCK
We know the cuts have been severe; we don’t yet 
know the full impact. We know many teachers 
provide their students authentic research, reading, 

and technology-based learning activities without the 
partnership of a media specialist. We cannot assume 
that everything falls apart without the presence of a 
media specialist. We also cannot assume good things 
are happening when a media specialist is present. We 
cannot assume that all media center facilities and 
collections are in disarray without professional staffing. 
We cannot assume they are in good shape or there is 
added value when a media specialist is present. 

We all have our own similar stories to share, making 
it “hard to miss the fact that areas seen as important 
for scoring well on a standardized test are growing 
while others areas are being cut.” We have reasons to 
be concerned about our future. Gather stories about 
your students and your school. Be prepared to provide 
specific examples about what you do. Record your 
stories. Round up your supporters. Do your own 
action research to describe what is often intangible. 
Gather your qualitative and quantitative data. Show 
administration the numbers and stories about their 
students and their schools. Be prepared to answer 
the administrator or school board member who asks, 

“Why do we need a media specialist?”   
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“ Show administration the numbers and stories about 
their students and their schools. Be prepared to 
answer the administrator or school board member 
who asks, ‘Why do we need a media specialist?’”


